Green Frog Systems Wins Exterior Luminaire of the Year
at 2020 Lux Awards
Green Frog Systems is awarded the Exterior Luminaire of the Year award for the Stealth with SAM solar light at
the 2020 Lux Awards (UK) by a team of expert judges

David Wilson, CEO of Green Frog Systems Australia, said in interview; "This truly is a terrific result for the Green Frog Systems and Acrospire
Products collaboration. The Stealth is a relatively new product to the UK market and has undergone significant technical redevelopment to ensure
reliable performance through UK weather conditions. So being recognised with this award is a real accolade." The independent panel of judges
consisted of experienced lighting professionals, designers and end users of lighting and for the first time in history the trophy winners were announced
in an innovative, online ceremony watched by lighting professionals all over the world.
The judges described the Stealth as a step change in all-in-one solar luminaires. It features some of the most advanced technologies seen in this
type of product, including a best-in-class mono-crystalline panel and a lithium-iron-phosphate battery, all combined with a sophisticated solar energy
management system.
The standout feature that set the Stealth solar light apart from the other entries was the integrated SAM IoT hardware (Solar Activity Monitoring). This
patented platform enables remote monitoring and control of individual solar lighting assets from a centralised access portal. The system is capable of
real-time modification of operating profiles and live error reporting via secure cloud based servers on the cellular network.
The aim of the Stealth solar light with SAM capabilities was to build the most advanced, all in one solar light capable of the sort of high-end
performance that was previously only seen in much bulkier and give it a contemporary, modern exterior. Something that did not look anything like a
‘traditional’ solar light but more like a sculptural element for modern outdoor environments.
Compact form featuring high quality components produce an outstanding result with this product delivering one of the most reliable all in one solar
lights available which is being consistently chosen by city planners, outdoor architects and consulting engineers for its performance, appeal and ability
to deliver illumination across a site while avoiding significant costs and ground disturbance when compared to grid tied lighting systems.
The product is available through Green Frog Systems proven network of approved distributors.
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